PROMES JUKOLLAGES & other STUNZAS — earle birney

each envelope should contain the following items:

1) mobile verison of "like an eddy" (designed & executed by andrew suknaski)
2) FOR MAISTER GEFFREY
3) introduction (by bpNichol)
4) SPACE CONQUEST : COMPUTER POEM
5) collection of visual & sound oriented poems in purple folder (suitable for framing)
6) handwritten version of "like an eddy"
7) CAMPUS THEATRE STEPS
8) PNome (1970 calendar)
9) COUNCIL/CONSEIL
10) ALASKA PASSAGE
11) ARCHITECTURE

package designed by bpNichol except #1 andy suknaski

all poems by earle birney (needless to say)

ERRATA IN P NomES compiled by earle birney

in ALASKA PASSAGE

       p. 6 palimpsest should read palimpsest
       p. 9 g r e e n t i d e should read g r e e n t i d e

in TEA WITH MY SHETLAND GRANDAUNT

   2nd last line p. 2 lime shd be like

in BUILDINGS

   "Waiting Room" should begin 'I like' not '1 like'

at back of Introductions

   last full line (Chaucer quote) "and" not "ans"

this is the complete P NomES JUKOLLAGES & OTHE STUNZAS. an earle birney pamphlet will be published in series 8 of gr0nk. one visual spray poem.